Rapid identification of polymorphic CA-repeats in YAC clones.
Positional cloning of rare disease genes depends on the availability of highly polymorphic markers near the disease loci. The most abundant class of polymorphic markers in the human genome is CA-repeats. We have developed a strategy for the rapid isolation of highly polymorphic CA-repeats from YAC clones. Total DNA of yeast clones containing partly overlapping YACs is digested with frequent cutter restriction enzymes, blotted and hybridized with a poly(CA/GT) probe under high stringency conditions that enable preferential detection of long CA-repeats. The repeats detected in this way are isolated by PCR using vectorette linkers, sequenced, and appropriate flanking markers are constructed for genotyping. All of the CA-repeats identified using this approach were highly polymorphic. This simple and rapid approach should allow the development of highly polymorphic markers at any genomic region cloned in YACs.